Obviously the Moore-Smith limit can be extended to normed vector spaces, and the fundamental properties carry over. It is the purpose of this note to show that convergence in the cr-sense is equivalent to each of the conditions A, B, and D, that is, A, B, D and E are equivalent definitions of unconditional convergence, to which the 1 Ueber unbedingte Konvergenz in Funktionenraumen, Studia Mathematica, vol. 4 (1933), pp. 33-38. 2 Integration in vector spaces, Transactions of this Society, vol. 44 (1938) 
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Pettis result adds C as a fifth equivalent definition. We consider definition E the most elegant of the definitions of unconditional convergence.
5
A is equivalent to E. Assume that every rearrangement of ]C#n is convergent and suppose if possible lim,^2 a x n is not equal to x=^2 n x ni summed in its natural order. Then there exists an e>0, such that for every a there exists a a'^cr such that \\x -^2 ff 'X n \\ ^e. Let n 0 be chosen so that for n^n 0 we have \\x -23?*»»|| <e/2. Let <T\ be the set 1, 2, • • • , n 0y and a{ chosen so that \\x-zLa^x n \\ ^e. Let a* include all of the integers less than or equal to any integer in <r{. Repeating the process produces a a^, a c7 3 , and so on, and defines a rearrangement of J2x n , namely, <Ji, a[ -<ri, <J%-cr{, • • • (where <y -a' means the elements of a not in a f ), which is not a convergent series since
Since lim, ^vx n is unique when it exists, it follows at once that every rearrangement of ^2 n x n converges to the same limit. Conversely, suppose ^2 a x n approaches a limit x, that is, for every e>0, there exists a <r e such that if a^<r e then ||X)<^~#|| = e -Let {x nk } be any rearrangement of {x n }. Then we need only to choose k e so that the set of integers »i, • • • , tik e includes all of the integers in <r e to be assured that for k' ^ k e it is true that ^ e.
B is equivalent to E. Suppose every subseries ^2kX njc converges but Umtr^aXn does not exist, that is, there exists an e>0 such that for every a there exist a' ,G"^<S such that ||X)<r'*n -Z^" x n|| >e. If ff'+cr" denotes the set including all elements of a' and a", then either IE»'*» -]C*'+*"**|| ^e/2 or |E<r"#n-]C*'+*"*«II *£e/2, that is, we can assume (T'^<T"}Ï<T. We obtain a nonconvergent subseries as follows: Takecri=l. This gives rise to a{ ^a{' ^cri so that |E ffl '^n'~S<ri ,,^n || >e. Let «i, • • • , n kl be the elements of a{ -<Ti'. Take o" 2 = (7i , and n kl +i, -• •, n k2 to be the elements of a{ -W .Proceeding in this manner we get a series x ni +x n2 +
• Take w e greater than the largest integer in ov Let m^n e and ||x|| = 1. Denote by <r u those of the integers m, m + 1, • • • , rn+k, for which #(# n ) ^0, and by o^ the integers for which x(x n ) <0. Then m+k
that is, lim n X)n|s(*n)| =0, uniformly for ||x||=l. A similar procedure would take care of the case in which x(x) were complex valued. We note that condition D is equivalent to the statement that the linear operations (functionals) x for which ||x|| =1 map the sequence x n on a compact subset of Z, the space of absolutely convergent series, that is, any unconditionally convergent series can be interpreted as a completely continuous transformation on the adjoint space X to the space I? | exists. This result is extensible to the case where x is on $ to a linear normed complete space in the form :
If x is on $ to X and if ^x(p) exists in the sense that lim<r ^^(p) exists, where the a are finite subsets of ty, then x(p) differs from zero at most at a denumerable set of elements pi,
The first part of this theorem depends on the fact, easily derived by a slight change in the proof of "E implies D" above, that if ^2 P x(p) exists then lim, X^<M %( X P) | exists uniformly for ||x||=l, that is, for every e>0 there exists a a e such that if <Ji^<J%^(Je and ||#|| = 1 then 22<ri-<r 2 |^(^2>)| ^e> Let $0 be the sum of the sets <x e for e=l/n. This set will be denumerable. If p is not of $ 0 then | x(x p ) | ^ 1/n for all n and ||#|| = 1, that is, ^ = 0. The second part of the theorem is obvious.
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